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WHERE IT
SHOWS

When you upload a piece of content to YouTube, there are six 
different locations it can be found organically: 

1. Search Results - People searching for relevant keywords 
and your video populating within the results. 

2. Recommended Content - The right-hand side of the 
video player when watching a video. 

3. Notifications - If a user has asked to be notified when 
you’ve uploaded new content. 

4. YouTube Home Page - Curated to each viewer based on 
their search and view history. 

5. Channel Subscriptions - The left-hand navigation which 
will show new content from your subscriptions only. 

6. Trending Streams - Found under the “Explore” tab, pulls 
“hot” performing content into a playlist. 



YOUTUBE BEST PRACTICES

Executing a YouTube Strategy.

Every element of the video upload process is important to maximize your presence on 
the platform. In the following slides I’ll go over some key elements to consider when 
trying to stimulate organic growth on the channel. 

● Leverage Video Keywords
● Optimize Video Content
● Engaging Thumbnails
● Curated Playlists
● In-Application Features
● Turn Viewers into Subscribers
● Content for Kids
● Channel Inspiration



UNTAPPED
KEYWORDS

Be intentional in leveraging keywords for every piece of content 
we upload to your YouTube channel. 

Keyword research will help you find the opportunity areas that 
could yield stronger organic search results, encouraging YouTube 
to promote your content more. There’s several tools available for 
us to utilize: 

Keyword competition is one of the most significant factors in 
determining what to tag your video with. For terms like “Virginia” 
and “Travel” the competition is significant, therefore channels 
with higher domain authority will be shown earlier in the search 
queue.  

Do some competitive research on what’s out there, and leverage 
an extension tool like Youtube Tags. 

● Keyword Tool
● TubeBuddy

● VidIQ
● Ubersuggest

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/youtube-tags/fffiogeaioiinfekkflcfebaoiohkkgp?hl=en-US
https://keywordtool.io/youtube
https://www.tubebuddy.com/
https://vidiq.com/
https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest/


OPTIMIZED
CONTENT

It’s also important to develop a content strategy that includes 
the kind of programmatic material YouTube’s algorithm prefers.

Within the last year,  Virginia is for Lovers launched our 
WanderLove campaign which (among other things) plays into 
this model well - hoping the series will help effectively drive 
traffic and subscriptions to our channel.

This does mean the content uploaded to your channel should 
(more often than not) fit into these “streams.” Video that falls 
outside a channel’s typical pattern of content can throw off what 
the platform expects and can sometimes get buried in organic 
search and/or recommended content.

In addition to the type of content, there are several other factors 
at play when it comes to the type of material YouTube’s 
algorithm emphasizes. 



● Watch time
○ YouTube’s #1 goal is to keep people on YouTube. They place 

a lot of emphasis on watch time, so longer videos help boost 
channel performance. 

● Get to the point
○ Like all video, the first 5 seconds are key. It should start off 

attention grabbing, establish what the video is about, and 
tease the remaining content. Starting off with a lot of 
exposition or long branded slates doesn’t typically work. 

● Keep the content engaging
○ People don’t want to watch a talking head for an entire video. 

Use compelling b-roll, leverage jump cuts and visual effects, 
use sound effects and music.

● Titles, Descriptions & Tags
○ Use keywords in video titles to help SEO, and leveraging titles 

that encourage clicks will cause YouTube to promote the 
content. Use full, keyword rich descriptions to help with SEO, 
and leveraging video tags that are keyword variants is huge. 

OPTIMIZED
CONTENT (cont)



ENGAGING
THUMBNAILS

DON’T. NEGLECT. YOUR. THUMBNAILS. 

You want to create something that’s “thumb-stopping,” and since we’re visual 
creatures a thumbnail is going to catch our attention before a video title, no matter 
how compelling. 

Some things to consider when creating a custom thumbnail: 

● Include title text in the thumbnail
● Incorporate your brand
● Visuals that connect
● Follow rule of thirds

Photopea  |  Canva  |  Photoshop Express

https://www.photopea.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/photoshop-express-photo-editor/id331975235


CURATED
PLAYLISTS

As mentioned, YouTube’s #1 goal is keeping people on the 
platform, so optimizing your playlists can dramatically increase 
a user’s session time.

This is why programmatic content works so well, and why 
taking a thematic approach to the content you upload is 
preferred. 



LEVERAGE IN-APP
FEATURES

End Screen:  Opportunity to encourage viewers to subscribe to 
your channel or view additional content. Make sure the version of 
your video is optimized to include this feature. 

Cards: These can be incorporated throughout your video, and 
provide click through opportunities for viewers. 

Closed Captions: Don’t rely on auto-generated captions! An 
accurate video transcription is incredibly important. No only does it 
help with accessibility needs, but also allows users to watch videos 
in silence. 

Encourage Engagement: “Smash that subscribe button!” “Click the 
notification bell!” “Comment your favorite down below!” It might 
sound silly, but there’s a reason these tropes exist. 



TURN VIEWERS
INTO SUBSCRIPTIONS

Campaign on YouTube
Most campaigns encourage a click through to a webpage or 
product. Consider an ad campaign specifically designed to 
push viewers to your channel and encourage subscriptions. 

Social Promotion
Just like with blog content, YouTube videos can need a little 
“push” to get going. 

Email Outreach
Promoting the channel or series or the debut of a video 
within an existing series (like WanderLove for example). 



CONTENT
FOR KIDS

Not a best practice, but an important consideration when uploading content. 

YouTube now requires channels to identify when content specifically created 
for kids is uploaded to the platform. The prompt below is now standard 
when adding a video to their channel: 



YOUTUBE BEST PRACTICES

Channel Inspiration
Existing YouTube channels that are “doing it right.”



Travel-oriented channel. 

1 million subscribers.

Consistent branding throughout (including 
thumbnails). 

Monthly content streams. 

Trailer encouraging the channel as a whole as 
opposed to a current campaign or promotion. 

Content Series: 
● Expedia Travel Guides (grouped by 

continent)
● Discover Your Expedia Yellow
● Collaborations
● Expedia at Disney

Expedia

https://www.youtube.com/user/Expedia


Red Bull
Sports and lifestyle channel. 

10 million subscribers.

More fluid branding, eye catching thumbnails. 

Weekly content (1-2 times each).  

Playlists broken out by sport (skating, surfing, 
winter sports, bike, motorsports, etc.) 

Content Series: 
● Red Bull Backyards
● Signature Series
● Skate Tales
● How Was It Made?

https://www.youtube.com/c/redbullgivesyouwings/featured


Financial advice channel. 

875K subscribers.

Consistent thumbnails art and style. 

Twice-weekly posting. 

Leverages a lot of the list style content that 
encourages click throughs. 

Also has playlists for financial habits (career, 
budgeting, etc.)

Content Series: 
● Making it Work
● The Financial Confessions
● The Lifestyle Fix
● The 3-Minute Guide

The Financial Diet

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSPYNpQ2fHv9HJ-q6MIMaPw


Food-oriented channel. 

10.1 million subsribers

Consistent branding throughout 

Weekly postings (2-3 times per). 

Very personality-driven channel that excels in 
narrative storytelling.  

Example of effective programmatic content

Content Series: 
● Hot Ones
● The Burger Show
● Tacos Con Todo
● Burger Scholar Sessions
● Gochi Gang

First We Feast

https://www.youtube.com/user/FirstWeFeast
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